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BOOK REVIEWS

What Are You Feeling Doctor?
Identifying and Avoiding
Defensive Patterns in the
Consultation

J Salinsky, P Sackin. Radcliffe Medical Press,
2000, £19.95, pp 174. ISBN 1 85775 407

Friends in Low Places

J Willis. Radcliffe Medical Press, 2001,
£19.95, pp 214. ISBN 1 85775 404 2

Letters from the Clinic: Letter
Writing in Clinical Practice for
Mental Health Professionals

D Steinberg. Routledge, 2000, £15.99, pp
130. ISBN 0 415 20504 2

‘Medicine: only an attempt to rationalise
magic.’ (Steinberg page 115)

The doctor or healer has always been
regarded as a magician. And still is, despite
the attempts of contemporary scientific medi-
cine to shake this off. Wise doctors and health
care staff accept this multicoloured mantle,
along with the stethoscope of power, the heal-
ing touch, and the chronicler’s pen.

These three books celebrate the magic of
medicine in general practice and psychiatry.
They open doors to understanding the ways
feeling, insight, unarticulated judgment
based on skill and prior knowledge, under-
standing of the narrative (or story) nature of
medical and therapeutic consultation, politics,
and creativity, can enhance technical experi-
ence, knowledge, and skill.

Let’s start with feeling—a word boldly
placed in Salinsky and Sackin’s title. It
concerns a group of general practitioners
experienced in the Balint method. In “Balint”
work, groups of doctors discuss their feelings
around specific patients in specific consulta-
tions. They focus on what bothers them, not
what might bother just any practitioner. The
group depicted in this book, however, moves
above and beyond traditional “Balint” work,
and discusses, and attempts to understand,
the personal roots of their anxiety or distress
(or anger, hurt, fear . . . .). They steer a course
between the Scylla of therapy, and the
Charybdis of cosiness. The focus of the group
is to understand their own defences better—
neither an easy nor a comfortable task. And
then they have the courage and public-
spiritedness to share their struggles and
insights. “Wow”, I hear you mutter. Wow
indeed. Read it.

Doctors are trained to develop defences,
many of which are essential. How otherwise
could they deal daily with the kinds of situa-
tions and issues which hurtle others into post
traumatic stress disorder? It wouldn’t do to
smack a supremely irritating child either, or
always cry at a death, or leap onto the couch
with a sensual patient. But many defences are
far from useful, and prevent the “personal
self” of the clinician making contact with the
“personal self of the patient”: a contact which
is essential to the healing nature of the
encounter. “We ignore the personal self at our
peril (and that of the patient).” The defences
which prevent this contact are often out of
proportion to present need. There is always
something in the past or present life of the
clinician which has created this defensive
barrier. John Salinsky, for example, learned
that not all old ladies were his mother.

The level of trust built up in this group ena-
bled them to tackle these issues. They became
able, over the five years, to listen to themselves
effectively, and to use what they heard to
improve their consulting skills: to be able to
listen to patients and colleagues more care-
fully, considerately, deeply, and warmly.

Of course they used the group metonym-
ically. The defences they displayed within the
group were similar to those within their daily
practice. They learned through the process
that clinicians will be able to listen to others
only when they’ve listened to their own emo-
tions first—with the support of trusted
others.

I could go on and on about this book, telling
you: the specific questions the group devised
to get them closer to the heart of each
situation; their group work processes; their
evaluation methods and outcomes, and spe-
cific stories they discussed. But you’d be far
better buying the book and hearing it from
the group themselves.

James Willis’s book says something so
essential and vital that it needs to be shouted
from skyscrapers. It is, however, also about
something as simple as the emperor wearing
no clothes. This is that a denial that life-as-it-
is-lived is wonderfully, hopelessly, chaotic and
complex, is not just doomed to failure, but will
inevitably cause untold damage. Our society is
attempting not only to deny this, but also to
constrain life to become structured, controlla-
ble, controlled. There seems to be an insane
belief that life can be controlled by ticking
boxes, by diligently reading instructions,
before doing anything, thinking anything,
being anything.

Willis quotes a wonderful piece of research
which found that people are half as good at
remembering a face in a photograph, if
they’ve tried to describe it when they first see
it: if we merely trust our innate and wordless
ability to remember a face, we are twice as
likely to remember it—a metaphor for general
practice. Doctors are being constrained not to
rely on their hard won experience, knowledge
and skill, their unarticulated sense of what
needs to be done, but instead always to use
their conscious brain function to work out a
solution—thus quite possibly reducing their
effectiveness by half.

I would say that evidence based medicine
goes wrong when it stops trying to help, and
starts trying to control. In other words, when
it stops being a tool, and starts to become a
master.(page 105)

There is also an insistence on a narrow
model of what constitutes “evidence”.
“Proof” is required (in randomised controlled
trial terms) that writing poetry can be
healing. The fact that poets have known not
just for generations, but for millennia (Apollo
not being god of poetry and healing for noth-
ing!) that writing poetry helps you under-
stand your feelings, thoughts, and behaviours
better, is not considered “proof”.

We are trapped in a culture in search of cer-
tainty, seeking even to abolish uncertainty. We
are in a culture which attempts to deny and
abolish the wonder and glory of chaos and
serendipity and chance—in the education of
children, in the care of the sick. We are trained
by the media, by our masters, to have zero tol-
erance of risk owing to a belief that the end of
uncertainty is in sight. This leads to the horror
expressed by our masters that half of all doc-
tors are of below average performance, and to
their instruction that everyone and every-
thing must show excellence. We need a few
lessons in the use and abuse of the English
language.

I would add: we are a culture which has lost
its spiritual base, and is therefore trying to
construct one out of shaky models. Those in
control make models. They then constrain us
to live and work within those models. The
model becomes the master. Oh dear, I’m
getting as worked up as Willis does himself.

Willis writes in an inimitable everyday
style, in keeping with his thesis. He embeds
his arguments in stories of daily life: patients,
colleagues, wife Lesley, encounters at confer-
ences, when sailing. The reader is made to feel
part of the inductive process which led to his
arguments. It’s so obvious: that if you control
and constrain anything beyond the straight-
forward, it will be prevented from functioning
properly. Especially the mystery of the human
brain and the magic of medicine.

Derek Steinberg’s text is ostensibly about a
clinician (psychiatrist) writing effective
letters—to patients and colleagues. But it’s
really about the power of writing to convey
something speech cannot, to help people to
“step outside the frame”. It’s about the way
clinicians construct stories about patients,
about the way clinicians can support patients
to create stronger, more healthful stories
about their lives. A patient might walk into a
therapeutic encounter feeling they are the
victim within their own story, or the villain.
They might—hopefully, will—walk out with
the knowledge they are the heroine (or hand-
some prince).

Steinberg sees the letter as a “gift” from
writer to addressee. As such, a letter should be
constructed thoughtfully, even if it merely
alters an appointment date. A letter is a static
object, unlike a consultation which can more
resemble a rollercoaster ride. Although a letter
can contain narrative and change, it’s an
unchanging object itself once written. It can
therefore be used by a clinician to communi-
cate with patients (or colleagues) differently
from spoken discourse. A letter can move the
situation forward dynamically: “In the negoti-
ated misunderstanding that is psychotherapy
and much of treatment generally, a letter—
something in writing—provides a fixed
point”. (page 114)

The bulk of the book consists in fictional
examples of letters and the cases around
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them. Steinberg discusses each letter—its
faults and successes—offering alternatives
and suggestions. He also lists wise advice for
their construction: from the way the recipient
is addressed, to the elegance of the letterhead,
and the content.

This is a wise, eminently readable text. I
fear it will miss some of its rightful readers,
however, owing to the dull cover and title
which belie the dynamism and insight of the
contents. It will inevitably force the clinician
who dashes off a letter into a dictaphone—
and instructs their secretary to “pp”’ for
them—to think again. The jam for me lies in
the discursive beginning and end. A sticky
sort of sandwich with the bread in the middle,
but then that goes with Steinberg’s humor-
ous, approachable tone.

How do I conclude this “review”? I put
“review” in quotation marks because it feels
more like a diatribe, or an excited jumping up
and down at what these three writers are so
differently saying—as I sit here in the sun
with my pencil and secondhand paper late on
a Friday afternoon. What more can I say?
Read them. Rethink your practice as a result.

G Bolton

Reflective Practice: Writing and
Professional Development

G Bolton. Paul Chapman Publishing Ltd,
2001, £16.00, pp 219. ISBN 07619 6729
(PBK)

During the last twenty years professional
people have seen their autonomy being
gradually eroded and the decision making
process becoming mechanised. Economic and
political forces have contributed to this
change, transforming the professional person
into an operative. The advent of evidence
based medicine and clinical effectiveness has
propelled the medical profession into a struc-
tured protocol approach. The art of being a

good doctor is undermined and sidelined. In
parallel the only research that is deemed
acceptable is that based on groups of patients.
The value of what can be learnt from one
patient is rubbished as anecdotal. These
changes are totally at variance with the
uniquely personal response that is necessary
in a patient centred approach in the caring
profession, where there is a great need to
access the world of feelings and fantasy. In a
culture which is totally preoccupied with the
scientific approach, personal and emotional
factors are completely marginalised in profes-
sional life.

Reflective practice (RP) is a new develop-
ment which seeks to explore feeling and
understanding across the boundary between
one’s profession and the outside world. This
technique of exploration and questioning
helps to establish bridges between these two
areas. It helps to integrate the technical
expertise of the professional with the personal
and emotional qualities of the individual.
Emotions can be a source of understanding
but today the idea has a novel ring about it.
Reflective practice allows our natural instincts
to interact with a professional approach.
Actions are so much more powerful if they
arise from both feelings and thoughts.

This book is a timely contribution which
aims to promote a perspective that underpins
a holistic therapeutic approach. It describes
how writing, and creative writing in particu-
lar, can be the vehicle for developing personal
skills in parallel with technical expertise.
Essentially reflective practice encourages us to
explore our experiences in a reflective way, to
write down the results of our reflection, to
convert what we have written into a fictional
form and then to share our work with others.
As the pieces are discussed with a colleague,
mentor or small group for feedback and
analysis, constructive criticism is received and
further insight created. This approach has
many similarities with the pioneering work of
Michael Balint, who was interested in the

emotional and relationship problems of gen-

eral practice. He started seminars for general

practitioners in Budapest in the late twenties.

In 1950 he established seminars at the

Tavistock Clinic in London for groups of

general practitioners where they could ex-

plore the emotional aspect of their work and

to maximise the use of “the doctor as a drug”.

Similarly, RP aims to expand and enhance the

contribution of the person towards a more

successful therapeutic outcome.

This textbook is a comprehensive introduc-

tion to writing and to its use in professional

development. It is a manageable size, well

written and clearly set out. It is a good manual

for those who want to start writing. It is full of

encouragement and has many useful tips. The

detailed instructions and guidance are easy to

follow for those who want to use this method

in individual postgraduate development and

for those who want to introduce the tech-

nique as a teaching method. It is also useful

reading for professional people who want to

embark on creative writing based on their day

to day activity. The only part of the book

which is not “reader friendly” is chapter 2:

Principles of Reflective Practice. This attempts

to set out the theoretical principles which

underpin this approach. As the purpose of the

book is to develop the craft of writing this part

can easily be skipped.

Since the early nineties, social work col-

leagues have used RP as an integral compo-

nent of postgraduate training, with a focus on

analysing and integrating the personal/

professional boundary, and on exploring how

emotions and ethical attitudes contribute to

the decision making progress. Hopefully the

medical profession will follow suite so that RP

becomes an integral part of higher training

and continuing professional development.

Certainly this book will facilitate that process.
D Williams
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